Redistricting of Asm. Rebecca Bauer-Kahan's district

SUSAN CANDELL
To: "votersfirst@crc.ca.gov" <votersfirst@crc.ca.gov>

Dear CA Citizens Redistricting Commission,

This letter is to support a group of Contra Costa citizens’ desire to be excluded from Assembly Member Timothy Grayson's District and included within Assembly Member Rebecca Bauer-Kahan's district. These unincorporated CCC residents live between Withers Ave. and Grayson Rd and share racial, economic, geographic and social "community of interest" with Lafayette and Lamorinda. They have Lafayette 94549 addresses and reside within the Lafayette and Acalanes School districts. I know many of these residents use Lafayette Park and Rec and regularly frequent Lafayette restaurants and businesses. Their homes, lot sizes and parcels share most commonality with Lafayette, and share ingres and egress along Reliez Valley Rd. Many of these residents have been community volunteers in Lafayette and many have written letters to LAFCO to voice a strong desire to be included in Lafayette’s Sphere of Influence. Most importantly, I have heard residents from this area of about 320 homes complain that their interests and concerns are presently under-represented. It is for these reasons that I strongly support their desire to be included in Rebecca Bauer-Kahan’s Congressional District.
Residents wishing an Assembly District change reside between Withers and Grayson Rd on the west side of Taylor Blvd. and reside within the Lafayette/Acalanes schools districts as highlighted by yellow and green stripe.

Sincerely,

City of Lafayette Mayor Susan Candell